Labelling of histone H5 and its interaction with DNA. 2. Cooperative binding of histone H5 to DNA as probed by steady-state fluorescence and diffusion-enhanced energy transfer.
The interaction of histone H5 labelled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) with DNA has been studied by fluorescence titration, and diffusion-enhanced fluorescence energy transfer (DEFET) measurements with Tb(III) lanthanide chelates as donors. Analysis of the binding data by the model of Schwarz and Watanabe (J.Mol.Biol. 163, 467-484 (1983)) yielded a mean stoichiometry of 60 nucleotides per H5 molecule, independently of ionic strength, in the range of 3 to 300 mM NaCl, at very low DNA concentration (6 microM in mononucleotide). It ensues an approximate electroneutrality of the saturated complexes. Histone H5 molecules appeared to be clustered along the DNA lattice in clusters containing on average 3 to 4 H5 molecules separated by about 79 base pairs, at mid-saturation of the binding sites. The interaction process was found highly cooperative but the cooperativity parameter was also insensitive to ionic strength in the above range. DEFET experiments indicated an important decrease of accessibility of the FITC label to the TbHED3A and TbEDTA- chelates with ionic strength in the 0 to 100 mM NaCl range. In the presence of DNA, H5 appears already folded at low ionic strength so that the FITC probe is also not accessible to the donor chelate. The present study constitutes an indispensable preliminary step to further studies on the localization of histone H5 in condensed chromatin structures.